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CALL TO ORDER             12:02 pm (00:08 on audio) 
David Martineau called the meeting to order at 12:02 pm 

ROLL CALL 
Members present:  
Rich Kellum; Cordell Post; Larry Preston; Candace Ribera; Dan Watson; John Pascone; Bill Ryals; Wayne 
Scheler; Chris Equinoa; Janet Steele; Dave Reece; Joann Zimmer 

Members absent  
None 

Staff present 
David Martineau, Planning Manager; Cathy Corliss, Angelo Planning Group; Kate Rogers, Angelo Planning 
Group; Jeff Blaine, Public Works Director; Ron Irish, Transportation Systems Analyst; Peter Troedsson, City 
Manager; Dick Olsen, Councilmember; Laura Hawkins for Kris Schendel, Albany Police Department; Shelley 
Shultz, Administrative Assistant I 

Audience members 
Brian Grenz, Brandie Dalton, Natalie Janney, all with Multi/Tech Engineering; Hayden Wooten, Reece & 
Associates 

APPROVAL OF MINUTES           12:03 pm (01:40 on audio) 
John Pascone moved to approve the January 16, 2019, minutes as presented.  Wayne Scheler seconded the 
motion, and it passed unanimously. 

CONTINUED DISCUSSION:  Review Standards & Code Concepts for Infill and Other Housing Types
                 12:04 pm (02:00 on audio) 
Cathy Corliss continued presentation from last month on Infill and Other Housing Types, beginning on page 
10 of Memo #5, Article 8 Design Standards – Single Family Homes.  This section is applicable to new houses, 
manufactured homes, duplexes, attached houses proposed as infill development.   

David Martineau explained that as the Code is written now, there are issues with things such as setbacks on 
corner lots, or vacant lots not developed with the rest of a subdivision.    He gave some examples in the 
presentation and discussion followed on how to re-write code to protect against these situations and allow a 
continuity of setbacks that have been established for other houses in a neighborhood. 

Corliss also said that the requirements for garages or carports can be challenging to implement and add more 
cost. 
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Code Concept is to re-evaluate the need for these standards and consider whether they should apply in historic 
neighborhoods only; whether there should be a difference between the application of infill standards between 
an established neighborhood and a new subdivision; or whether they should be deleted (new development 
would be subject to the setback, parking and height standards of the base zone). 

Question #13 on questionnaire addresses the topic above 

Parking and Access in the DMU, CB, HD & WF Zoning Districts   
                 12:26 pm (24:50 on audio) 
Requires conditional use review to vary from the clear and objective standards; this was intended as a 
“placeholder” until a two-track system was adopted. 

Code Concept is to delete 8.150(2) as part of adopting two-track system (i.e., new adjustment procedures.) 

Question #14 on questionnaire addresses the topic above 

Façade Design & Articulation in the DMU, CB, HD & WF Zoning Districts 
                                        12:28 pm (26:20 on audio) 
Both (1)(g) and (2)(c) include lists with clear and objective choices, but both lists also include an option that 
requires the exercise of discretion. 

Ribera suggested there be an opportunity to apply for an adjustment or variance in the Code.  Corliss said the 
Type II adjustment is intended to eliminate the need for a variance by broadening the applicability of 
adjustments as opposed to tinkering with a variance.  There is nothing in the Code to preclude one from seeking 
a variance.  

Code Concept:  a.) delete both options (1)(g) and (2)(c) from the list and the concepts included in the purpose 
statements since the same flexibility would be provided through the new two-track system, or b.) if the lists are 
kept as-is, it should be clarified that applicants choosing to use either (1)(g) or (2)(c) cannot be processed as 
Type I. 

Question #15 on questionnaire addresses the topic above 

Home Orientation /Street Facing Windows          12:40 pm (38:50 on audio) 
Ryals asked for clarification on Home Orientation as discussed at the end of last meeting.  Corliss referred back 
to page 28 of the January 16, 2019 Power Point presentation.  The concern is that there could be unintended 
consequences with corner units that have a long, blank wall facing a cross street.   

Current Code requires at least one main entrance of each new home be within eight feet of the longest street-
facing wall of the dwelling unit (excluding the garage), and either face the street (or be within 45 degrees) or 
open onto a covered porch. 

Code concept is a potential minor clarification with regard to how the entrance requirement applies to corner 
lots, especially in the case of townhouses, which may have a long street facing wall and a potential minor 
addition to the purpose statement that the standards provide a public safety benefit of ensuring “eyes on the 
street” and other community policing principles. 
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Martineau explained how window square footage is calculated.  Additional comments and concerns were 
expressed on this issue.  Martineau encouraged comments and concerns be added to questionnaires to be 
addressed by the Building Official.  Corliss said feedback from some members suggested that the windows in 
the garage door should be included in the total window area required and advised the group to add that to 
questionnaires as well. 

Questions #11 and #12 on questionnaire address the topics above 

Special Conditions             12:50 pm (49:00 on audio) 
Kate Rogers provided additional information on page 22 of the January 16, 2019 Power Point presentation 
regarding Special Conditions, addressing Mixed Use Zones with residential development associated with a 
business.  Within the Main Street (MS) and Elm Street (ES) districts, dwelling units at the street level are 
“discouraged” unless located behind a retail, service or office storefront; criterion needs to be made clear and 
objective.   

The original intention was to replace the word “discouraged” with “prohibited”, but feedback from this group 
expressed some concern with making the Code too restrictive.  Options on how to re-word the Code to be 
made more clear and objective were discussed.  

Corliss said the Code should be made more specific on restrictions, rather than use the word “discourage”, 
which is not clear and objective.  Martineau added that these kinds of inquiries are rare, but the word 
“discourage” does not give grounds to reject or deny an application.    

Code Concept would be to reword Subsection 5.070(17)(a) to state that dwelling units at the street level are 
prohibited unless located behind a retail, service, or office storefront.  Applicants could request exceptions to 
this requirement through a discretionary review process.  Another option would be to apply similar location 
criteria that apply to dwelling units above or attached to a business in the Historic Downtown District (HD), 
as outlined in 5.070(17)(c). 

This conversation will be revisited next month for more feedback and discussion.  

Question #7 on questionnaire addresses the topic above 

OPEN HOUSES:                          1:10 pm (1:09:00 on audio) 
Martineau reminded the group of the upcoming Open Houses on Monday, February 25, 2019, at Albany City 
Hall Council Chambers at 4:30 pm, and Monday, March 4, 2019 at the Albany Main Library at 3:00 pm and 
Timber Ridge School at 5:30 pm.  The Open Houses will consist of a 15-minute presentation by Angelo 
Planning Group that will address the purpose of the project, the timeline, the outcomes, and why it matters to 
the residents of Albany, followed by a question and answer session.  There will be two or three laptops available 
for participants who would like to complete the online survey.  As time allows, there may be a second 15-
minute presentation and another question and answer session, if needed.  Task Force members are encouraged 
to attend any sessions as a resource.  Corliss said questions will be directed toward a layperson who may not 
have an extensive background with the Code.  There will also be paper copies of the survey available. 

NEXT MEETING DATE:                         1:10 pm (1:09:00 on audio) 
The next regular Task Force meeting is scheduled for April 17, 2019. 
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Purpose Statement            1:20 pm (1:19:10 on audio) 
Just before adjournment, it was discovered that the Purpose Statement was not discussed.  Corliss referred to 
page 10 of Memo #5, Article 8 Design Standards – Single Family Homes.   

The purpose statement in section 8.100 generally provides adequate direction for a potential adjustment, but is 
very confusing because it tries to cover too many sections of the Code; it may be easier to apply if each standard 
had its own purpose statement.   

Code concept is to delete this section and provide individual purpose statements for Sections 8.130, 8.133, and 
8.140. 

Question #10 on questionnaire addresses the topic above 

ADJOURNMENT            1:24 pm (1:23:25 on audio) 
There being no other business, the meeting was adjourned at 1:24 pm 

Respectfully submitted,    Reviewed by, 

 
 
 
Shelley Shultz     David Martineau  
Administration Assistant I   Planning Manager 
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